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Brand Strategy and Ideas for The Pierre, New York  

 

Background:  

The Pierre, New York is a 90-year-old luxury hotel in New York City that was 

started by Charles Pierre who teamed up with industrialist  Edward F Hutton 

who helped finance and start the hotel’s  operations in 1930. It  was later 

bought by industrialist  John Paul Getty in the 1960s and is now owned by 

Indian Hotels Company Ltd (of  the Tata Group from India ), as part of the Taj 

brand of hotels worldwide.  

The Pierre, while perhaps known to frequent travellers to NYC and to New York 

City residents, isn’t as well-known across the world as some of its competitors  

are. Notable among these are The Plaza and Waldorf Astoria.   

Besides, there is also a need to build The Pierre brand as part of the Taj brand 

and align it  with the parent brand’s values and strategy.  

Brand strategy objectives:  

There are twin objectives to be met:  

1)  To put The Pierre in the considered set of luxury New York City hotels , 

along with The Plaza and Waldorf Astoria, in the minds of luxury hotel 

guests and travellers  

2)  To align it  with the Taj brand of hotels worldwide and  its brand values.  

Sources of business for The Pierre:  

The Pierre, by virtue of its prized location in NYC –  on 5 t h  Avenue, facing 

Central Park –  is l ikely to attract luxury business travellers most. Most of the 

business for The Pierre is therefore l ikely to come from the following  in 

descending order:  

-  Rooms and suites for luxury business travellers  

-  Meetings and conferences for businesses  

-  Weddings for New York’s gl itterati  

-  Other galas and events  

-  Dining at its restaurants and bars  

However, the fact that it  is based in one of the world’s most vis ited cit ies, The 

Pierre is also l ikely to attract luxury leisure travel lers, many of whom might be 

the same business travellers on hol iday.  

Target audience:  



The Pierre should target well -heeled luxury international business travellers. 

Most of them would occupy leadership positions in blue -chip companies, 

especially multinat ionals. The y would be Americans as well  as foreign luxury 

business travel lers, from UK, Europe and Asia  who have business to conduct in 

New York City.  

The target audience would also include leaders from multilateral organisations, 

as well  as the diplomatic community.  

On occasions, The Pierre should even be ready to welcome heads of state and 

royalty, as the Taj Hotels in India are known to do so often.  

What is most important for this kind of luxury business traveller is respect for 

his or her t ime which is always at a premium. Equally important would be 

courteous and efficient , yet unobtrusive ,  service. Just knowing that every 

conceivable service is at their command is enough to please them. They do not 

need to be fussed over; in fact, they would appreciate being left to themselves.  

Because they occupy leadership positions in their organisations, they ar e l ikely 

to be over 40 years of age. In fact, most are l ikely to be even older, say, 50 -65 

years of age. Having travelled widely, and being well -read, they are up-to-date 

on most business matters.  And because they travel so much, they appreciate 

the value of plush luxury, peace and  old-world charm.  

Competition to The Pierre:  

All luxury hotels in New York City would be competition to The Pierre. There 

are over a hundred luxury hotels in NYC, and those located in and around 

Central Park/5 th  Avenue would be the biggest competitors.  

It  always helps to hone in on a few key competitors, in order to sharpen one’s 

focus on a brand’s positioning and I would say that The Plaza an d Waldorf 

Astoria are the ones that The Pierre should watch out for. This is because these 

two hotels would enjoy preference among the kind of cl ientele that The Pierre 

wishes to attract. They also enjoy great cachet among the glitterati,  and 

because of their age,  are storied brands.  

Other competitors would include leading international hotel chains such as 

Four Seasons, St Regis and many others.  

From what I read on the websites of The Plaza and Waldorf Astoria, both hotels  

appear to be quite similar to The  Pierre. In the sense that both these brands 

don’t seem to be offering anything unique or very different from The Pierre. 

The one big difference, though, is that Waldorf Astoria seems to have extended 

its brand name across a chain of hotels worldwide, whil e The Plaza is a single 



location hotel brand like The Pierre. Except that The Pierre is now part of the 

Taj chain of hotels, and aligning them is one of the objectives/tasks we have 

before us.  

The Plaza is very European in design –  l ike The Pierre –  and the interiors appear 

Spanish/Italian. The Waldorf Astoria is closed for renovation for two to three 

years, and I wasn’t able to see very much of the hotel on the website.  

Both offer a choice of meeting rooms and dining choices in addition to 

accommodation which comprises luxury rooms and suites, just as The Pierre 

does. For those who know, The Plaza is actually famed for The Plaza Accord, 

signed in the 1980s, when America tr ied to devalue the dollar in consultation 

with Britain, France,  Germany and Japan. Th e website does not mention it,  

though it  mentions other famous associat ions such as Fitzgerald setting scenes 

in The Plaza, along with many important celebrity weddings and gala events !  

In fact, there is l itt le to differentiate the three brands, and perhaps The Pierre 

should take the similarity as a compliment. However, there is scope for brand 

differentiation setting The Pierre up to be a very different hotel and travel 

experience.  

The Pierre offering:  

-  The Pierre is an established 90-year-old hotel brand in the heart of NYC  

-  It  offers luxury travellers to NYC a choice of well -appointed luxury rooms 

and suites –  either Central Park-facing or city-facing, with great views 

from both 

-  The architecture style is Georgian, with interiors that are dist inctly 

French/European, including Renaissance style tromp l ’oeil  frescos done 

by American artist,  Edward Melcarth, all  along the walls and ceil ings of 

The Rotunda, the signature f ine -dining restaurant at The Pierre 

-  It  offers a choice of six meeting/conference rooms for business 

conferences/events  

-  An entire f loor of The Pierre is dedicated to The Taj Club, though I am 

not sure what that entails  

-  There are 8-10 luxury suites, each with its own set of servi ces, including 

personal butler, valet, etc.  

-  The Pierre offers a choice of dining options which comprise Perrine, Two 

E Bar and Lounge, Traditional Afternoon Tea and The Rotunda  

-  Guests can enrol in the Taj Customer Loyalty Programme called the Inner 

Circle  

-  Guests can luxuriate in Taj’s wellness and spa treatments, cal led the Jiva 

Spa 



Where can The Pierre differentiate itself?  

-  Beginning with the most important sources of business for The Pierre, it  

can differentiate itself  in the kind of accommodation it  offers guests and 

the service. While the rooms and suites offer elegant and refined luxury, 

The Pierre can take a l itt le extra  care to furnish them using the choicest 

luxury fabrics, featuring a set of international motifs , which would also 

align it  closer to the Taj. From the international paisley, to Indian ikat, 

kalamkari ,  and other similar motifs, these would add a distinctiv e and 

exotic touch to the accommodation.  

-  The set of toiletries and personal grooming products could be an 

internationally recognized luxury brand: L’Occitane, Crabtree & Evelyn,  

La Prair ie or any other, preferably French luxury brand would be ideal  

-  Minibars should include exotic French specialt ies, such as French 

aperit ifs,  a selection of cheeses,  wines,  etc.  

-  The floor dedicated to the Taj Club is a good idea, but we need to detail  

out the offering. Perhaps by making it  exclusive to Taj Inner Circle 

members 

-  The luxury suites should include three Indian ones: The Jamsetji  Suite, 

The JRD Suite and the Taj Palace Suite  

-  The Taj Palace Suite,  because it  can offer international travellers a 

glimpse of why India’s most treasured palaces are entrusted to the Taj  

-  The Taj Inner Circle customer loyalty programme needs to be rebranded, 

in order to bring in more of the royal luxury treatment  

-  While Perrine and The Rotunda can stay, I  think the other two dining 

options need reconsideration. I  would recommend an Indian nouvelle 

cuisine and a French specialty restaurant, each with a well -known chef  

-  A bar and lounge is a must, however, in NYC and since the city is known 

for jazz, something along  the l ines of a jazz bar would be great provided 

it  can offer guests a unique experience, and attract great artistes. What 

could a city known for jazz possibly want? Could it  be jazz music from 

across the Atlantic which would make for an altogether international 

music experience?  

-  Branding the meeting/conference venues along international l ines would 

make sense along with a separate campaign to attract the kind of 

international conferences and summits The Pierre would l ike.  We could 

start with the Economic Club of New York, for example.  

-  In weddings and galas, The Pierre could again distinguish itself  as the 

destination for elegant internationally themed weddings  

Where The Pierre and Taj meet:  



As we can already see, a picture of The Pierre hotel experience seems to be 

gradually emerging.  

Thankfully, the Taj is  already perceived to be an international luxury hotel 

brand, and the attempt should now be to create sub -brands within Taj as well  

as to position the Taj brand itself  as the f inest meeting place for world 

travellers.  

Drawing on both the strengths of The Pierre and the Taj,  The Pierre New York 

can position itself  to be a different kind of New York experience for the luxury 

traveller. Below, we see how: 

 

 

 

Brand positioning for The Pierre:  

The Pierre New York is the quintessentially French/European way to experience 

New York.  

In other words, l ike the city of New York itself,  The Pierre is truly 

cosmopolitan, international and offers the jet-set the ultimate in European 

elegance and luxury.  

Brand promise/benefit:  

Discover New York in European elegance and luxury  with a stay at The Pierre  



What do we mean by European elegance and luxury?  

-  The ambience and features of the hotel rooms and suites 

-  The unhurried pace of business and l ife, all  eff iciently and elegantly 

managed 

-  The dining and entertainment choices  

-  Care and attention to detail,  which make for European and French luxury  

-  The international royal touch  of the Taj  

Tone and manner :  

-  Elegant and contemporary  

-  Surprising and enchanting  because of European and Indian inf luences  

-  Understated 

How advertising and brand communications will  build the brand:  

The creative strategy behind the communications campaign for The Pierre 

would be to make the target audience understand and believe that The Pierre is 

the quintessentially French/European way to discover and experience New 

York.  

This means that The Pierre would have to demonstrate the 

European/international dimension of their brand in every way it  can. The staff  

must know French and at least one other European language, and be able to 

communicate f luently with clients when required.  

The strategy behind rebranding the customer loyalty programme, the 

introduction of a French specialty restaurant and an Indian one, along with a 

bar and lounge that will  feature European jazz artistes along with American 

musicians is al l  part of creating that French/European wor ld in New York City, 

making The Pierre an international magnet of luxury travel.  

In communicat ion, certain aspects of The Pierre will  be given importance over 

others, in order to convey the business luxury dimension of the brand, and also 

how it  forms a part of the Taj experience.   

An important part of the creative strategy would also be to make The Pierre be 

seen as a luxurious and relaxing business travel stopover in NYC, an otherwise 

high-adrenaline, high-energy, bustling metropolis. That is the reason I added 

“unhurried pace of business and l ife, all  eff iciently and elegantly managed” in 

the section, “What we mean by European elegance and luxury”. It  could 

become a crit ical  point of brand differentiation going into the future , since it  is 

also a feature of the Taj brand.  

Creative Idea:  



France and Europe blending and coll iding with New York in surprising and 

enchanting ways for a guest at The Pierre.  

Media Channels:  

This main idea would be executed differently in f i lm and in print/digital .  The 

f i lms should be aired only on selective international English news channels, 

including business news channels. They can also be shared with prospective 

customers in email market ing campaigns. I  would not advise placing them in 

YouTube or on social  media.  

In print  and digital ,  we should look at very select English publicat ions, 

especially business dail ies and magazines, such as FT, Wall Street Journal, The 

Economist, NYT, Conde Nast Traveller, Forbes, etc.  

Social media should only be used as a PR tool, to announce and share news 

about events, conferences, galas at The Pierre. Twitter would be the best, 

along with Instagram, perhaps.  

Simultaneously, it  would be a good idea for Taj Hotels to share news from its 

international hotels on social media, again using it  as a PR medium.  This would 

help integration with the Taj brand.  

Film Ideas:  

The creative idea of juxtaposing France/Europe with l ife in New York is in the 

tradition of class ics such as An American in Paris, New York, New York, and the 

song by St ing, “An Englishman in New York”.  

Here, we get to experience New York through the French/ European lens.  It  

would also help us showcase The Pierre’s uniquely French/European luxury 

hospitality and posit ion it  as a truly international luxury hotel .  

A set of three f i lms tell  the stor ies of luxury business travellers in New York 

City, as we fol low their movements and experiences, with pleasantly surprising 

consequences at The Pierre.  Two of the f i lms deal with business travel,  while 

the third is a luxury holiday in NYC. 

Film #1 –  The Conference  

Film opens on a bright sunny morning in Paris. We see a street l ined with tall ,  

old Paris ian style residences. Camera t i lts  up one of the buildings, and we catch 

a woman watering plants on her window sil l .  Pan across and we see a man 

dressed in a suit looking out of the window of his apartment.  He looks down 

left and right  frantically , as if  waiting for someone to arr ive.  



Cut to him inside his apartment. He grabs his coat, and carries the suitcase 

which is lying packed on the bed, out. Next, we see him emerging from his 

building and getting into a taxi .  

In the cab, he reads his newspaper, which has some news about Wall Street. He 

momentarily glances out of the cab window and almost magically, we are 

transported to NYC.  

We dissolve to another gent disembarking from an aircraft . He walks through 

the airport, when he receives a call  on his mobile. His face breaks into a smile, 

when he sees who’s call ing.  

Gent 2: Hel lo… yes, just back in town.  

Gent 2: Just in t ime for the conference.  

Dissolve to a lady executive about to leave her hotel room, but not before we 

get to see a wide sweeping pan shot of it .  She walks to the elevators, when we 

see a familiar face: Gent 2 inside the elevator, steps out, as she goes in.  

As this elevator door shuts, the one nex t to it  opens and we see another 

familiar face. It ’s Gent 1, who we last saw in Paris. Or was it ,  NYC?  

The lady joins her male colleague who is waiting for her at the Perrine 

restaurant. Meanwhile cut to Gent 2, drawing the curtains of his room window 

wide open to reveal a lovely view of Central Park. For a moment, his thoughts 

f lash to the Jardin des Tuileries in Paris.  He smiles wistfully.  

Cut to Gent 1, striding purposefully towards what appears to be a 

conference/meeting room. He opens the door, when a col league greets him 

with a friendly pat on the back and suggests breakfast f irst.  

Colleague: Breakfast? 

Gent 1: Sure.  

Together, they stride off to the Perrine. As the waiter is about to take their 

order, the col league says, “ I suppose it’s croissants for you.”  

Gent 1 smiles and adds, “And an espresso, please.”  

Now, who should walk in, but Gent 2. As the maître d ’  leads him to his table , he 

sees a fr iend. It ’s the male colleague of our lady executive, who rises to greet 

him. He suddenly catches a glimpse of what look l ike Parisian evening l ights 

reflecting in the restaurant door, as it  swings open.  



He is surprised, but even more so at the sight of his old friend.  Introductions 

take place.  

Meanwhile Gent 2 notices another famil iar face a couple of tables away. Gent 1 

and his col league. He excuses himself  and goes over to say hello.  

From their conversat ion, we gather that they are seeing each other  after ages. 

Before we even know it,  we have a threesome greeting each other wit h big 

smiles and fist and elbow bumps.  

Real ising that they have left the lady all  alone, they quickly join her and more 

introductions fol low.  

The lady looking quite overwhelmed, remarks: Does everybody who goes to the 

same Business School meet here? ”  

The male colleague of Gent 1 hears this and says, “Oh didn’t I  mention? We 

have an alumni meet here as well  soon.”  

The scene goes sl ightly out of focus, as we hear gentle laughter in the 

background.  

Super: Business in New York, with all  the graces of Europe.  

The Pierre logo appears with the tag l ine.  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Film #2 –  Cocktail  Party  

Film opens on a big business meeting in progress. In fact, they are just taking a 

break as delegates stream out into the foyer for coffee .  

We see general conversation being made between the guests  

Meanwhile, cut to another executive in his office looking out at the gloomy 

skies as it ’s raining  outside. His phone rings and it’s his wife, call ing from a 

beauty salon where she is getting her hair coiffed.  

Gent 2: Where are you?  

Wife: At the salon, dear. Remember the party tonight?  

Gent 2: Have you looked outside?  

Wife says :  Oh, this is  New York, for heaven’s sakes.  



Cut to conference delegates at lunch. One of the gents receives a call .  It ’s his 

wife call ing from Paris. We see a lady, her friend and two children enjoying a 

lovely lunch by the Seine.  

Wife: Guess what you are missing… lobsters, fresh as can be.  

Sunlight gl istening on the Seine dissolves into a shiny platter of oysters.  

Husband, not one to be upstaged , with a mischievous smile :  Can’t be as good as 

the oysters here.  

Cut to the coiffured lady back in her apartment getting ready for the evening. 

Cut to her husband making a concluding speech at the conference .  

Cut to New York city streets f i l led with evening traffic and people pouring out 

of their offices.  

Cut to relatively relaxed Paris in the evening. The Paris ian lady at her home 

receives a call  from someone.  

Lady (completely surprised) :  Are you sure my husband wasn’t joking?  

Cut to Paris ian city l ights in the evening, as the lady drives by. They dissolve 

into l ights ref lecting and dancing on water. Camera t i lts up and we realise we 

are on the Hudson in a cruise boat decked up for a classy evening cocktail  

party.  

Cut to the coiffured lady and her husband receiving guests on board the boat.  

Lady to husband, in a hushed aside: I  told y ou this was New York.  

Almost on cue, we have the Parisian gent who’s f lown his wife over to NYC 

taking her by her arm to the dance f loor.  

Parisian gent: It  wasn’t the lobster I  was missing!  

Scene of a lovely evening goes sl ightly out of focus, as super com es on.  

Super:  Business in New York and the pleasures of Europe.  

The Pierre logo appears with the tagline.  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Film #3 –  The Holiday 



Film opens on a couple in their luxurious hotel room  at The Pierre. They are 

sti l l  lounging around in their morning gowns, sipping tea and reading the 

papers.  

The butler/waiter brings them room breakfast, which has fresh croissants, 

among other bites, fresh orange juice, etc.  

Wife exclaims, as she receives a message on her mobile.  

Wife: Guess what? Tim and Lisa aren’t here. They’re in fact in  Paris.  

Husband (taken aback) : Really? That’s too bad.  

We dissolve to a lovely summer day in Paris.  People enjoying their coffee and 

drinks at cafes, while young artists paint  on the promenades.  The entire scene 

is bathed in sunlight .  

Dissolve to another couple in their Paris ian hote l,  enjoying lunch on a terrace.  

It ’s Tim and Lisa.  

Tim (with some regret):  We ’ l l  miss the New York Philharmonic concert of the 

season this year.  

Lisa: We can make up for it  with an opera in Paris, no?  

Quick cuts of the lady in NYC leaving the Met Museum, travel l ing in a taxi,  

shopping on Fifth Avenue and enjoying her afternoon. In a shop window, the 

plush boutiques of Place Vendome are briefly reflected .  

Cut to the concierge at The Pierre bringing an envelope to the cou ple in their 

room. It  has t ickets to the New York Philharmonic concert , with a note that 

reads: “We thought you’d enjoy this. Tim and Lisa.”   

Dissolve to Tim and Lisa at a Parisian opera as it  concludes to a rousing 

applause and a standing ovation.  

They drive back in their car, enter a subway/tunnel in Paris, the l ights glinting 

past. The scene dissolves  to l ights on a runway at night , before blurring a l itt le 

for the super to appear.  

Super: Hol iday in New York with the cultural sensibil it ies of Europe.  

The Pierre logo comes on along with the tagline.  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

Treatment of the fi lms:  



The fi lms don’t just juxtapose New York City with Paris or Europe, they 

juxtapose the pace of business and l ife in  both places as well .  To that extent, 

the scenes that depict Europe, including inside The Pierre, will  be more relaxed 

and luxurious, while those in NYC or enroute will  be faster paced, with the use 

of camera treatments l ike swish pan, or a rocking hand -held feel,  etc. and 

faster editing techniques.  

The l ighting will  be sl ightly warm overal l,  but because we are f l itt ing between 

the interiors of the hotel and the outdoors, it  would be nice to have more 

natural l ight indoors as well .  Colours in all  the f i lms will  have reduced 

saturation levels.  

The music of the f i lms will  be cinematic, in the tradition of great composers 

such as George Gershwin and others, who were inspired by New York City. For 

example, the slower and quieter parts of the f i lms could be more in l ine with 

Aaron Copland’s Quiet City ,  or Charles Ives’ Central Park in the Dark, while the 

faster scenes can have swir ls and flourishes a la George Gershwin’s Second 

Rhapsody .  The l itt le dialogue or conversations in the f i lms punctuate the music, 

as if  they were part of the soundtrack.  

 

Print Campaign for The Pierre:  

In the print campaign, we execute the idea of New York and Paris/Europe 

blending and col l iding a l itt le differently from fi lm.  

While the f i lms will  help create an aura and an image for The Pierre as a 

European way to experience New York, the objective of the print campaign 

should also be to inform and sh are specif ics of the most important dimensions 

of The Pierre for luxury business travellers.  

As discussed earl ier,  these should be:  

-  Luxurious accommodation  

-  Business meetings and conferences  

-  Quality of service, including special value -added services  

-  Dining and entertainment options  

-  Weddings and galas  

One possible executional idea in business and travel magazines, such as The 

Economist, The New Yorker, Conde Nast Travel ler, etc  would be to use the 

media innovation of an extra fold to a double -spread. The idea is to 

communicate a part icular message at f irst glance across the double -spread, but 



then to also surprise with a new dimension, when the fold is opened.  Through 

this technique, we can share the multi-faceted experience of The Pierre.  

However, the idea needs to work independently of this fold as well,  especially 

in newspapers.  

Print Advert #1:  

Visual of a beautiful lush green view of Central Park  

Headline: Wake up in your own private jardin  du  Central.  

Just one of the many luxuries of staying at The Pierre  on Fifth Avenue. Plush, 

well-appointed rooms and luxurious suites that offer breathtaking views of 

Central Park and New York City. From the Park View Suite, al l  the way to the 

Taj Palace Suite that  recreates the authentic grandeur of one of our many 

palace hotels in India, you’ll  be spoi lt  for choice.  

The Pierre is also the perfect setting for your next business meeting or 

conference in the Big Apple, offering you an array of conference venues to 

choose from as well  as the expertise of Taj Hotels in managing conferences .  

Carefully designed fine dining restaurants offer you a choice of French, 

Continental and refreshingly modern nouvelle Indian cuisine, along with the 

best of Atlantic jazz .  The Rotunda, itself  a masterpiece of design , featuring 

Edward Melcarth’s Renaissance style  tromp l’oeil  frescoes  is the perfect setting 

for that all- important dinner or luncheon .  

Experience New York afresh. A la French and European luxury that always 

makes every business trip a restful stay.  

The Pierre (A Taj Hotel)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

For reservations ,  cal l……… or visit  tajhotels.com or thepierreny.com 

Taj Chambers Guest Program Logo  

 

Print Advert #2:  

Visual of an executive at his/her writing desk.  

Headline:  Your rehearsal for a Brussels-style accord.  



The Pierre happens to be the preferred setting for business meetings and 

conferences in the Big Apple. Here, you have an array of luxurious conference 

venues to choose from, each customizable to your requirements, as well  as the 

expertise of Taj Hotels in managing conferences.  

With plush, well -appointed rooms and luxurious suites that offer breathtaking 

views of Central Park and New York City,  you’re more than ready for the big 

day. From the Park View Suite, al l  the way to the Taj Palace Suite that recreates 

the authentic grandeur of one of our many palace hotels in  India, you’ll  be 

spoilt  for choice.  

The Pierre also offers you a choice of French, Continental and refreshingly 

modern nouvelle Indian cuisine f ine-dining restaurants, along with the best of 

Atlantic jazz. The Rotunda, itself  a masterpiece of design, feat uring Edward 

Melcarth’s Renaissance style tromp l’oei l  frescoes is the perfect setting for that 

all- important dinner or luncheon.  

Experience New York afresh. Make your business conference a European - style 

accord to remember.  

The Pierre (A Taj Hotel)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Print Advert #3:  

Visual of a Jaguar car driving through picturesque country.  

Headline: On the day you’re missing the fairway at St Andrews.  

Getting away to some of New York state’s best golf  courses is  no problem, 

when you are at The Pierre. We have partnered with them to offer our guests a 

round of golf  whenever they vis it  the Big Apple. You’l l  travel in the latest 

edition of Jaguar, the Brit ish luxury sports classic , and you can drive on to the 

lakes for a lovely spring or summer luncheon, if  you wish.  

Relaxation acquires a whole new meaning at The Pierre with our luxurious Jiva 

wellness and spa treatments. The Pierre doesn’t just offer you luxuriou s 

European style accommodation in the heart of New York City,  it  is also the 

perfect setting for your next business meeting or conference  here.  

While dining at the Pierre, you have a choice of French, Continental and 

refreshingly modern nouvelle Indian cuisine, along with the best of Atlantic 

jazz. The Rotunda, itself  a masterpiece of  design, featuring Edward Melcarth’s 



Renaissance style tromp l’oeil  frescoes is the perfect setting for that all -

important dinner or luncheon.  

Experience New York afresh.  You ’ l l  discover the difference European luxury can 

make to a business trip.  

The Pierre (A Taj Hotel)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Advert #4:  

Visual of people dining at The Rotunda.  

Headline:  And then you realise la  gastronomie  too is a journey.  

The Pierre offers a wide range of carefully designed fine dining restaurants.  

Savour the f inest of French, Continental and refreshingly modern nouvelle 

Indian cuisine, along with the best of Atlantic jazz in New York City. The 

Rotunda, itself  a masterpiece of design, featuring Edward Melcarth’s 

Renaissance style tromp l’oeil  frescoes is the perfect setting for that all -

important dinner or luncheon.  

Plush, well-appointed rooms and luxurious suites offer breathtaking views of 

Central Park and New York City. From the Park View Suite, al l  the way to the 

Taj Palace Suite that  recreates the authentic grandeur of one of our many 

palace hotels in India, you’ll  b e spoi lt  for choice.  

The Pierre also happens to be the preferred business conference venue in the 

Big Apple, offering you an array of meeting rooms to choose from as well  as the 

expertise of Taj Hotels in managing conferences.  

Experience New York afresh. A la French and European luxury that always 

makes every business trip a gastronomical tour de force .  

The Pierre (A Taj Hotel)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Advert #5:  

Visual of a bride getting dressed or the f irst dance.  

Headline: If  only all  weddings were made for the French Riviera.  



The Pierre on Fifth Avenue is a n elegant venue for  weddings and galas. With a 

wide choice of luxurious meeting rooms, each customizable to suit your 

requirements, you’re all  set for the big occasion. The Grand Ball room is a 

perennial favourite, as is the Cotil l ion Room , with smaller adjoining rooms 

allowing for more intimate gatherings.    

Plush, well-appointed rooms and luxurious suites offer breathtaking views of 

Central Park and New York City. From the Park View Suite, al l  the way to the 

Taj Palace Suite that  recreates the authentic grandeur of one of our many 

palace hotels in India, you’ll  be spoi lt  for choice.  

With a range of f ine French, Continental and nouvelle Indian cuisine 

restaurants , along with the best of Atlantic jazz , The Pierre is  perfectly placed 

to deliver big event f ine-dining. The Rotunda, itself  a masterpiece of design, 

featuring Edward Melcarth’s Renaissance style tromp l’oei l  frescoes is the 

perfect setting for that all - important dinner or  luncheon.  

Experience New York afresh. A touch of European style elegance and luxury to 

your event could make the day.  

The Pierre (A Taj Hotel)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Website for The Pierre:  

The current Pierre website would need to reflect t he new positioning of The 

Pierre brand as also communicate it  as part of the Taj brand of hotels. It  must 

communicate the promise of European luxury in New York upfront in a manner 

that is in keeping with The Pierre’s tone and style.  

To this end, I  have rewritten the home page of the website as I  think it  should 

be and also redesigned it  to communicate the new brand positioning of The 

Pierre. In doing so, I  have also organized the information on the site a l itt le 

differently, keeping in mind what luxury tra vel lers would be looking for, as well  

as what the brand needs to communicate.  

One of the design ideas of the website is  to simulate the effect of going up the 

hotel’s elevator while reading the content and scrol l ing down. The reader thus 

starts at the ground floor (the façade of The Pierre or its lobby) and travels up, 

as he/she scrolls down, to f inally reach a magnificent view of New York City 

(ideal ly as seen from The Pierre) at the bottom of the home page. This can be 

achieved through what is called “the  parallax effect”, which web designers are 

familiar with, where the text sl ides over images, as one scrolls down.  



Home Page:   

Visual features a lovely shot of the façade of The Pierre l it  up late in the 

evening. The street is wet with freshly fal len rain, and reflected in the puddle, 

we see the evening l ights of Paris.  

Headline: Ready for European elegance in the heart of New York?  

{Al low us to take you on a tour}  

Rooms (and suites) with a view  

Visuals of view of Central Park and a luxurious suite  at The Pierre  

Luxurious rooms and suites that speak of a refined and understated elegance. 

Each offering spectacular views of Central Park and New York City. And just 

minutes away from shopping on Fifth Avenue and  cultural attractions such as 

Museum Mile and the Lincoln Centre.  

Read more 

Meeting rooms for business networking  

Visuals of meeting rooms at The Pierre  

You couldn't ask for a better venue to host your business meetings and 

conferences than The Pierre. With a f ine array of meeting rooms to choose 

from, each customisable to your requirements, and with the expertise of Taj 

Hotels in managing conferences, your business meet is always in safe hands.  

Read more 

Fine dining, a gastronomic journey  

Visuals of The Rotunda and Perrine rest aurants  

The Pierre boasts f ine dining restaurants with the elegance and charm of Paris, 

the city that Ernest Hemingway cal led a Movable Feast. From Continental to 

French and nouvelle Indian cuisine to the best Atlantic jazz  this side of the 

Atlantic, you wil l  be treated to a gastronomic journey. The piece de resistance 

is our s ignature restaurant, The Rotunda, with its Renaissance style frescoes.  

Read more   

Weddings and galas a la the French Riviera  

Visuals of weddings and events at The Pierre  



With its central location and its proximity to the most fashionable shopping 

district of New York City, The Pierre is an excellent venue for galas and 

weddings. You have a choice of luxurious rooms, from the Grand Ballroom  to 

the Cotil l ion Room and several others to make the big occasion a truly 

memorable one.  

Read more  

A world of rewards and privileges  

Visuals of a journey in the Jaguar XF and of guests enjoying a drink/meal 

outside 

As a guest at The Pierre, you benefit  fr om the rewards and privi leges program 

of one of the world's  most regal and luxurious hotels, palaces and resorts, the 

Taj. Taj Chambers welcomes you to a world of privi leges, from luxury 

excursions to golf  and shopping that the global el ite enjoy wherever they 

travel.  

Read more 

 

Bottom of page (footer):  

Visual features a panoramic view of New York City  

In other words,  

New York City, l ike you've never  

experienced before.  

 

Relaunch Print Advert:  

Before running the print campaign in select international newspapers and 

magazines, it  would make sense to relaunch The Pierre brand with a single 

relaunch advert. This is to announce and explain the new brand positioning of 

The Pierre as a European way to explo re New York, as well  as to share all  the 

features that make it  so.  

This would set the stage for The Pierre brand, and would be in keeping with the 

f i lms, the print campaign as well  as the new website.  

 



Headline: The perfect antidote to business in New York  can be found across 

the Atlantic.  

Visual features a s l ightly aerial shot of Paris in the evening, with a gargoyle 

looking over the city  

New York. The Big Apple. The city that never s leeps. Sometimes, the energy of 

this bustling metropolis can be too much even for New Yorkers.  

Given the chance, guess where they escape to. For that relaxed meal with  

colleagues or a quiet  conversation  with an old friend. Or for an evening of jazz 

to unwind from the week’s hectic parleying.  

The Pierre, of course.  

Inspired by Europe, where luxury is a matter of relaxed enjoyment, attention to 

detail  and the highest standards of service, The Pierre has been do ing its share 

of perfecting this art  right here in New York  for 90 years.  

But of course, it ’s travellers to New York City who most need relaxation. While 

you’re going from city to city, meeting to meeting, and luncheon to reception, 

you need a hotel that understands the importance of quiet, understated luxury.  

Located on Fifth Avenue, The Pierre is not merely one of the f inest addresses in 

New York City, it  offers luxurious and splendid views of Central Park an d New 

York. It  is in the heart of the most fashionable shopping distr ict of New York 

and minutes away from Museum Mile and Lincoln Centre, so you have your 

shopping and cultural it inerary all  worked out.  

With rooms and suites elegantly and luxuriously furn ished, you are assured of 

the most comfortable and quiet stay in New York City. Our staff  are f luent in 

some European languages and are trained to anticipate your every 

requirement, while respecting your need for privacy and quiet.  

Being in the heart of New York, business is something we understand perfectly 

well  at The Pierre.  Our meeting and conference rooms are designed to offer 

plush comfort along with business services that spell  quiet eff iciency. And we 

have the expertise of Taj Hotels in managing l arge conferences in India such as 

the World Economic Forum, and the Commonwealth Heads of Government 

Meeting to rely on. Besides, each of our meeting rooms are customizable to 

suit your specif ic requirements and  there’s nothing we love more than ending it  

all  with an after-party or a grand banquet.  

The Pierre is often a preferred venue for gala events and weddings in New York 

City. And we like to bring our penchant for European elegance and style to 

these important events.  



Fine dining can never be too far from any traveller’s mind when in New York. 

You have a wide and carefully designed set of restaurants to choose from . 

There’s Perrine for casual dining Continental  style, when you’re not in the 

mood for an elaborate four -course meal.  Our new French-Mediterranean 

restaurant, Cote d’Azur, offers Provencal  delicacies and La Indie Nouvelle 

serves up haute Indian cuisine as refreshingly l ight , healthy bites. In the 

evenings, Atlantic Bar and Lounge offers some  of the best jazz this side of the 

Atlantic, featuring European jazz artistes performing with America’s  favourites.  

And then, there is  the piece de resistance, The Rotunda, for that all  important 

dinner or luncheon. It  features Renaissance style tromp l ’  oeils painted by 

American artist,  Edward Melcarth and serves Continental cuisine that has itself  

been elevated to a f ine art.  

You can see how much we are inspired by our European friends. Being part of 

Taj Hotels, one of the world’s leading brands of hotels, palaces and resorts, we 

also treat you l ike royalty. When you join the Taj Chambers rewards and 

privileges program, or when you reserve any of the three luxurious suites 

inspired by towering Tata icons of yesteryear and by authentic palaces  in India, 

you can rest assured that you travel as part of the global el ite.  

Welcome to unhurried luxury at its f inest. Welcome to The Pierre, New York.  

The Pierre ( logo)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

 

Alternative Relaunch Advert:  

Headline: Ways to find European elegance in New York City  

Visual is the same as that for the website with the façade of The Pierre 

reflecting as Paris on a wet street  

 

• If  you are a New Yorker reading this, we’re delighted to tell  you that your 

old familiar Pierre Hotel has had a makeover. Drop by for a drink or a 

meal at any of our restaurants and bars,  when you need to escape the 

hustle and bustle of the Big Apple .  You’ll  discover a whole new world of 

European luxury, waiting to be enjoyed right here in NYC 

• Or if  you lead your business (chances are you do, if  you are reading this),  

host your next business meeting at The Pierre and see how business can 



be relaxed, eff icient  and a pleasure just the way the Europeans have 

known it  for ever  

• But this is real ly an invitation for business travellers to New York.  Ah, 

those 263 luxurious rooms and suites and those splendid views of Central 

Park beckon .  Reminds you of the Jardin des Tuileries, doesn’t it?  

• While you’re here, why not enquire about ou r meeting rooms for your 

next board meeting or a large conference? Surely you know that we now 

have the expertise of Taj Hotels in managing these mega meetings  

• Who hasn’t heard the old cliché about New York being a cultural melting 

pot? At The Pierre, we take it  very seriously. When you discover our f ine 

dining restaurants  and bars, that transport  you to the heart of Europe, to 

the Mediterranean and onward to nouvelle India, you’l l  realise why  

• Oh, and did we mention that  The Pierre on Fifth Avenue is the go -to 

place for big occasions such as weddings and gala events?  You have to 

see our Grand Bal lroom to believe how grand it  indeed is.  And the rest of 

the grand rooms spread across three f loors .  

• Finally, since you travel so much, it  makes sense to join the Taj Chambers 

rewards program. It  opens up a world of privileges at Taj hotels, palaces 

and resorts in 63 countries ,  so wherever you travel you’re always in great 

company 

• Now, if  only we had the luxury of more time and space to tel l  you more. 

Then again, why not vis it  The Pierre and discover good old European 

elegance for yourself.  

The Pierre ( logo)  

New York. Good old European luxury.  

Alternative Headlines for Relaunch Advert #2:  

(These adverts wil l  have different layouts, though, which can be seen in the 

accompanying pdf documents)  

1) Where in New York City can you possibly f ind European elegance and 

luxury? 

2)  From the original Î le  de la cité to New York’s  is land city,  

European luxury has travelled a long way.  

  

Guest Rewards Program:  



The Pierre ought to join the Taj Hotels’ Guest Rewards Program as the Taj 

brand ought to have a single loyalty program for its frequent guests at all  its 

properties across the world.  

I  would recommend rebranding this, as I  have seen Inner Circle being used for 

Titan in communicat ion that I  have received from them. With Taj as the brand, 

the guest rewards program should connote exclusivity along with regality. I  

have a few suggestions, though T aj Chambers would be my recommendation.  

 

The rewards points should be redeemable at any of the Taj properties 

worldwide, as well  as other partner companies and brands related to hotels 

and travel. For example, on Air Vistara. Similarly, Air Vistara sho uld allow its 

frequent f lyer program points to be redeemable at Taj Hotels, if  they aren’t 

already doing so.  



I  read on the website that The Pierre is reserving an entire f loor for what is 

being called the Taj Club ,  but I  didn’t come across any elaboration or 

explanation of what it  is.  I  think it  might be a good idea to reserve an entire 

f loor for Taj Chambers members, on a priority basis;  which is to say that Taj 

Chamber members get to reserve rooms on this f loor, before it  is opened to 

other guests.  

If  this idea makes sense, perhaps every overseas Taj Hotel should offer this. 

They should also offer the three Taj Suites, The Jamsetji  Suite, The JRD Suite 

and The Taj Palace Suite.  

Corporate Accounts for The Pierre:  

Since business travel lers and conferences a re an important source of revenue 

for The Pierre, the hotel  should make corporates an important part of its 

strategy, and target them separately through presentations made by the 

sales/marketing team. 

The objective of the corporate account strategy is to win business from 

companies which usually tend to select a s ingle hotel brand/chain for their 

corporate travel. Some companies might work with two or three hotel brands, 

especially if  their business travel budgets differentiate between various 

management levels in the organization. In this case, The Pierre should t arget to 

win business from companies for their topmost brass.  

This can and ought to include special tariffs on a certain number of committed 

bookings each year, along with the benefits of the rewards program going to 

the individual. In addition, The Pierre could perhaps also throw in a special rate 

for a business meeting/board meeting/conference twice a year.  

Dining at The Pierre:  

In keeping with its new brand positioning of the European way to discover New 

York ,  I  recommend rethinking some of the Pierre’s dining options.  

As mentioned earlier, Perrine and The Rotunda can stay, with Perrine offering 

round-the-clock service of casual café style dining.  

I  would recommend adding a French specialty restaurant offering Provencal 

fare from Southern France, which would make for a different dining experience 

from that of Perrine or The Rotunda.  It  must bring French Riviera style glamour 

to the dining experience, and the name I suggest is Cote d’Azur. The restaurant 

must boast a well -known chef.  Here are three branding sty les for Cote D’Azur.  



 

And because The Pierre is a Taj Hotel,  I  recommend adding an Indian restaurant 

as well,  but with a difference. Far from the world of spices and rich curries , this 

restaurant would offer Indian style nouvelle cuisine, much more suited to the 

taste buds of international luxury travellers. The fare would focus on health, 

l ight bites and mild f lavours  and because it  is an unusual take on Indian 

cuisine, it  would require the expertise of  a well -known chef.  I  recommend 

naming it  La Indie Nouvelle ,  and here’s a h int of the logo style it  can follow . 

 

Finally, the jazz bar and lounge. To create a point of difference with other jazz 

bars in NYC, I  had recommended making it  the international venue for well-

known jazz artistes from Europe playing along with American greats. I  have 

Atlantic and Troubadour as branding suggestions, and my recommendation is 

Atlantic . Below are design suggestions for the logo s.  

 



 

Let 2021 be the year for the new Pierre:  

Hopefully, with people getting vaccinated and with a new administration in 

place in the US, travel,  especially business travel ,  to New York will  start picking 

up in the second half  of 2021.  

That gives The Pierre just enough time to plan and implement the new brand 

strategy. And for The Pierre to integrate better with the Taj brand and begin its 

new journey as a Taj  Hotel.  

Here is a suggestion on how all  overseas Taj hotels that have their own brand 

names should f lag their Taj connection –  on f lags, awnings, pennants , at 

reception desks, on stationery, etc. I  recommend separat ing the Taj hexagonal 

symbol from the ‘J’  of the Taj logo in such instances, and using it  as a stand-

alone symbol of the Taj brand.  

 



 

I  happened to read on Waldorf Astoria’s website that they ar e closed for at 

least two years for renovation. That too is an opportunity for The Pierre to 

steal a march on them!  

 

This brand strategy document and the ideas it  contains have been created by 

Geeta Sundaram, advertising and brand communications professional and 

blogger who can be reached at geetasundaram08@gmail.com or at  

www.linkedin.com/in/geeta-sundaram-aka-wise-owl 
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